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The Ultra–Rich own and control the news media. The news is a business that will distort stories to sell 

papers. The worst example is how the Japanese newspapers were all under extreme financial burden 

and about to go under. They fanned the fires of hate by exaggerating news of a small skirmish in China. 

This increased circulation and profit. They found the more they fanned the fires of xenophobia the more 

money they made. And the press drove Japan into a World War to make money. How did that work out 

for them in the long run??? Well not so good!!! A news media can spread hate, and anger and then 

amplify dissent till war results. The greedy Japanese newspaper owners completely destroyed Japan. 

So stories can be fabricated to make profit. Stories can be exaggerated to make profit. Stories can be 

twisted to make profit. Stories can be overvalued to make profit. The news exists to make money and 

the press employees keep their jobs by making money not by reporting news. They need to look like 

they are caring compassionate companies, but in actuality they are profit driven psychopaths after the 

big bucks. To keep your press job, to get a promotion, to find security, fuck the better good, Make 

money. Profit drives all decisions from what to investigate and how to cast a light on it.  

Twisting, distortion, falsification and especially misrepresentation are all more than possible. Ultimately 

today the news is still selling soap or some commodity behind sponsors or owners. Profit is the business. 
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